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Candidates To
Platforms During Debate
by Richard Swietek
"Meet the Candidates" a debate
sponsored by the MIRROR will offer students the chance to hear
the platforms and ideas of those
candidates running for the office
of FUSA President for 1982-83.
The debate which will be aired
on WVQF will take place in the
Oak Room this Monday night at
7:00. The MIRROR and WVOF plan
to have two members each on a

panel to ask questions of the candidates and later the audience will
also have a chance to ask about
their ideas and concerns.
As of Tuesday only three
students had submitted petitions
to the election board which this
year is headed by Mike McGann
(commissioner) from the Legislature and Dae Magrino from
FUSA. At this time Jim Keenan,
Beth Kramer and Sean McAuliffe

Boyle To Fill
FUSA Vacancy
by Dave Scott
Catherine Boyle, a sophomore
economics major, has been named
co-chairman of F.U.S.A. Arts and
Lectures, a position that had been
vacant since the December 1981
dismissal of John Sohigan, its last
co-chairman.
At her new position, Cathy will
be primarily responsible for the
day time programming of events
held in the Campus Center. A budget of $1700 will be allocated
toward events similar to those
held in the past. When asked
about changes Cathy remarked
that "co-chairman Eve McGrath
and myself are planning to incorporate not only professional entertainment but also student amateur
shows." Cathy explained that in
an attempt to encourage more student involvement, the Arts and
Lectures committee will continue
to operate.
Cathy explained that events
such as the Victorian pictures,
which were successful last
semester, would be appearing
again. Other plans may include a
trivia contest, an obstacle course,
an outdoor talent show during the
end of the semester, and a character artist. Cathy also mentioned
that even with these potential
future activities, there is still a
good portion of the original budget to work on new ideas and bring
new events to the campus center.
Cathy was officially approved
on Jan. 20 by the Student Legislature. Wayne Sharnick, President of
Student Legislature commented
that "she was highly recommended, receiving a unanimous vote."
Sharnick also stated that "the
student legislature is responsible

for reviewing the nominee's qualifications and determine what their
perceptions are about the job they
are taking, and we felt that she has
a great many ideas and will be a
good asset to F.U.S.A."
Mike Bentivegna, F.U.S.A. Presi-

Catherine Boyle has been named
co-chairman of FUSA Arts and lectures.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]
dent, had nominated Cathy, "because of her involvement with
dorm council, and as a F.U.S.A.
ticket co-chairman which had
shown me she was capable of
entering a F.U.S.A. programming
position."
While on Dorm Council, Cathy
had initiated and was chairman of
the Battle of the Dorms. She has
also been involved with ticket
sales for both F.U.S.A. and S.E.C.
The people comprising Arts and
Lectures are co-chairmen, Eve
McGrath and Cathy Boyle, along
with the added advice of the Arts
and Lectures committee composed of Fairfield students. Cathy
stated that, "While Eye McGrath
and I will be sharing responsibilities of Arts and Lectures we will
remain attentive to the suggestions of both the Arts and Lectures Committee and the student
body."

are the candidates involved in this
year's elections, which will be
held from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
February 2.
Since only three students have •
declared their candidacy there will
be no primary and the final election date has been moved up one
week.
Candidates have been putting
up posters, handing out flyers and
may also be speaking at a number
of floor meetings in dorms around
campus in attempts to gain backing and bring their ideas to voters.
Mike Bentivegna, current FUSA
President stated, "Since there will
be no primary, it has forced the
candidates to campaign earlier
and work harder." Bentivegna also
saw the major issues of the campaign as being, "funding for the
clubs, and helping students
become more aware," of what they
can get out of Fairfield and FUSA.
Voting booths will be located
near the mailboxes in the Campus
Center and all undergraduates, including seniors, carrying at least
15 semester hours are elegible to
vote. (For more information on the
candidates see story on page 5.)

Snow and freezing rain followed by temperatures in the low 20's caused
icy walking and driving conditions all around the Fairfield area. On campus conditions were bad enough to close the Rec. Complex and cause
numerous shuttle cancellations.
>/
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,
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Workers Continue Dispute
Over Townhouse Construction
by Thomas P. Moore
Fairfield University's townhouse construction has been
marred by the picketing and violent actions of union members
protesting the hiring of non-union
construction workers by the Burlington Construction Company.
The University has utilized
union construction companies in
the past and chose to take a different route with the construction
project on the northeast corner of
the campus. The school negotiated a contract with the Burlington Construction Company, knowing that they sub-contract to companies that employ both union and
non-union workers.
Instead of opening the construction project to public bidding
from different companies, the
school chose to hire a construction manager, Burlington, who in
turn sub-contracts to other companies to do the actual building.
The Burlington Construction Co.
also submits documented cost
records from the sub-contracts. It

was known by the University that
Burlington hires both union and
non-union companies, but their
price was within the school's
budget. The Burlington Construction Co. is owned by the same party as the O and G Company, that
uses only union labor. The University received an estimate from
the O and G Company that was
deemed too high for the School's
.budget. Burlington Construction
Co.'s bid was within the budget so
a contract was signed with them
on October 30, 1981.
The leader of the opposition to
Burlington's hiring of non-union
workers is Mr. Frank Carroll, Jr.,
the President of the Greater
Bridgeport Building Trades Council, an organization that uses the
local unions to get carpenters,
electricians, roofers and other
workers from the Greater Bridgeport area. This creates a unified
group of manpower that companies can go to when they need
workers for a job.
The University went ahead and
signed with Burlington because

their price was right and with an
August deadline to meet, construction should start as soon as
possible. Mr. Carroll, who said that
he could organize a total union job
for the same cost that Burlington
stated, evidently made his offer
too late since the school moved so
fast in signing with the Burlington
Co.
The University administration
opted to go' with a construction
manager who would in turn organize the companies at the best
possible price. Building Townhouses is a new adventure in student housing for Fairfield; construction of another dorm would
have been more routine. Because
of the school's inexperience, a
construction manager set-up was
used.
Presently talks are under way to
negotiate the signing of a number
of sub-contracts remaining to be
signed. If the Union companies'
bids are within the budget for the
project, the contracts may be
awarded to them.

Congressman Visits Refugees

Moffett To Review Polish Crisis
by Lauren Pennisi
"He is primarily an investigator," stated Press Secretary
for Congressman Anthony Toby'
Moffett (D). The congressman has
recently returned from a tour of
Polish refugee camps in Vienna,
Austria. Moffett will be stating
findings concerning his trip in an
address at Fairfield University
February 2.

Toby Moffett, U.S. congressman from Connecticut, will be giving his
first public address since returning from Polish refugee camps in
Austria at Fairfield University on Tuesday afternoon Feb. 2.

Since 1975, Moffett has been
representing Connecticut's Sixth
Congressional District. His major
legislative accomplishments have
been in the areas of consumer pro-

tection, energy, and environment.
. Requests from Polish Americans in his district, who were
unable ~to locate their relatives,
prompted Moffett to take action.
The Polish American Congress,
also in his district, supported his
decision to undertake this mission. They choose a member to
serve as an interpreter during the
trip, which was financed through
contributions. Moffett was the
first congressman to visit the
refugee camps.
Moffett also serves as chairman
of the House Government Operations Subcommittee, which has

jurisdiction in Austria. Having
located many relatives for many
Polish Americans in his district,
he was unable to alleviate their
anxiety. In addition, Moffett will
file a report with the State Department concerning the conditions
he found within the refugee
camps. He concluded that there is
not enough United States aid being given to the refugees and their
present situation is "most distressing." He feels that U.S. money
should be redistributed from Eastern Europe to Austria.
Last December Moffett anContinued on page 2
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Students Gain Taste
Of East Coast Culture
by Kathy O'Connor
Thirty-seven undergraduate students from St. Paul, Minnesota
colleges are participating in, "The
East Coast: A Cross Cultural
Experience." This is a three and a
half week course/tour offered to
students at Macalester College
and the College of Saint
Catherine.
'
All but eight students participating in the program are foreign
students, including Karin Pederson from Denmark who "wanted
to get out and travel the United

quired to do outside readings and
keep a journal. Traveling from
Richmond, Virginia to Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, New York,
and Boston, students, for the
most part, stay with host families.
Ms. Pederson, the student from
Denmark, commented, "I am happy to be on the tour. I'm enjoying
staying with private families."
Kimiko Kato is from Japan and she
agrees that "the host families are
so friendly."
What has fascinated these students the most? Kim Sutedja from

mer, from the Fairfield University
Department of Community Relations worked with the foreign students in the Fairfield University
Graduate School of Communication to plan the afternoon ice
cream social in the Oak Room.
While on campus, the students
toured the WEDW Television
Studio in Xavier. They ended their
visit with a coffee social at the
home of Mrs. John Barone, the
wife of the University Provost.
The foreign students stated
their visit to Fairfield University

Upcoming Events
TODAY, January 28, 1982: Cheech and Chong's movie "Up in
Smoke" will be shown at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in Gonzaga
Auditorium. Admission is $1.
FRIDAY, January 29, 1982: Irish Society Party at 9 p.m. with
"The Favorites" in the Campus Center Oak Room. Admission to
this popular New York City Band is $2. for Fairfield University Students and Guests only 18 years old and over.
"Up in Smoke" will be shown again at 7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is $1.
SATURDAY, January 30, 1982: A Commuter Club Post Game
Party will be held in the Campus Center Oak Room at 9 p.m. for
Fairfield University students and guests 18 years old and over.
MONDAY, February 1, 1982: The MIRROR is sponsoring a
F.U.S.A. Presidential "Meet the Candidates" program at 7-8:30
p.m. in the Campus Center Oakroom. No Mirror meeting tonight.
TUESDAY, February 2,1982: F.U.S.A. Presidential Elections are
today. Don't forget to cast your vote today in the lobby outside the
Campus Bookstore.
The movie "Paul McCartney in Wings Rock Show" will be aired
at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is $1.
WEDNESDAY, February 3, 1982: "Paul McCartney in Wings
Rock Show" will be shown again at 7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is $1.
MONDAY, February 1, 1982: Tickets for SNOWBALL '82 go on
sale today during lunch and dinner. Tickets are $12 a couple. It's
BYOB for this main dining room dance on February 6, 1982.

it* VI

Thirty-seven foreign students recently visited Fairfield as part of a program to give them Insight Into life on
the east coast. Here Anne Somer representing Fairf ield's Public Relations Department welcomes (I. to r.)
Hedeko Hodoshina of Japan, Lex Van der Weerd of Netherland, Shawn Denney from the U.S. and Yoshikada
Machiqiki and Yasuo Inaki of Japan.
[Photo by Chris Haggerty]
States." Ms. Pederson pointed out
another benefit, "I'm getting to
know people from other countries
who are in the group."
Ms. Beth Willman, the International Student advisor at Macalester College, coordinated this
unique course. There are students
from sixteen countries. About half
the students are enrolled at the
universities, while others are only
in the United States for one year
through an exchange program.
Sightseeing is the main aspect

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke.
Next to the
Agnus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

336-1895

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

of the course and students are reIndonesia said "I loved the Pennsylvania Dutch. The views and the
people who were so friendly and
so different." Sian The, also from
Indonesia, commented "It's been
exciting to see snow for the first
time."
As coordinator, Ms. Willman
worked with the United Nations
Association of Greater Bridgeport
(UNAB) to set up the group's one
day tour of the Bridgeport/Fairfield area. After a visit to the
University of Bridgeport, students
had lunch at the home of the President of the UNAB, Mrs. D. Duncan
Ross who lives in Fairfield. Mrs.
Chris Sinagulia and Anne Som-

NEW

1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE

(203) 255 3605

"A Better Way to Buy Books"
The Academic Book Club has
expanded the idea of a
traditional book club into a
completely new and unique
concept.

SAVE 20-40%
ON ANY BOOK IN PRINT!

Save up to 80%

A CUT

AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

Si
No Appointment Necessary

Wash, Cut a $
__
Blow Dry
12.00
*2.00 OFF with F.U. I.D.
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HWY-FAIRFIELD

333-7541

OPEN: TUESFR110-8, SAT 9-5
Across from Traynor Volkswagen

• NO GIMMICKS
• NO HIDDEN CHARGES
• AND NO- HARD SELL
Just low, low prices every day
of the year; unlimited
choice of books;
and fast, efficient, personal
service on every order.
ACADEMIC BOOK CLUB
U.S.A.:
Canada:
Europe:

Aaia:
Africa:

Artist needed. Office of Student
Residences is recruiting art work
for the Resident Life Handbook for
the 1982-1983 year. Small stipend
available for the artist. Please see
Mrs. Fitzpatrick to discuss
arrangements.
Applications will be available
beginning Friday, January 29,1982
in the Student Services Office,
Loyola 100, for Orientation '82 Co-

Chairpersons. These two positions are open to members of the
Class of 1984. Deadline for applications is Monday, February 8.
Interviews will be held beginning
the week of February 8.
A lecture on "Marketing and
Advertising for the Fine Arts" will
be given by Jane Fox of Sothebys,
on February 11, 1982 at 3:30 p.m.
in Canisius 18. All are invited.

Moffet Visits
continued from page 1
nounced his candidacy for the
democratic nomination in the senatorial race. Presently he is calling
for a campaign spending limitation, but an agreement has not
been reached among the contenders.

The Young Democrats are sponsoring Moffett's address which
will take place at 12:30 in the Oakroom. Besides speaking about the
Polish refugee camps, he will also
discuss the Reagan administration and student issues. A question and answer period will follow.

V
GUARD YOUR FUTURE!
THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICE IS HOSTING A

offer from the oldest
and largest truly
international bookclub.

on selected titles.

"BRICK WALK"

had been too short to really make
any comments. However, they
each received an issue of The Mirror and other information about
Fairfield University, so they could
better acquaint themselves with
the University, which had become
part of their "cross-cultural
experience."

Campus Notes

Cap* Vincent. New York 13618-0399
10$ Wellington St..
Kingston. Ont. K7L 5C7
Postbus 1891. 100$ AP Amsterdam.

The Netherlands
78. First Craaa Street.
Colombo II, Sri Lanka
P.O. Box 49. laro. Ogun Stat*.

Nigeria
Dear ABC.
Please tell me. without any obligation on
my part, how I can order for myself and for
my friends anywhere in the world any book
in print, from any publisher, from any country,
in almost any language.
Tell me in addition how I can save 20-40°i
on these books joining the ACADEMIC BOOK
CLUB and paying a membership fee as low as
1 8« daily ($6.50 annually).
I understand that one of the features of the
club is that I am not now, nor will I ever be.
under any obligation whatsoever to buy any
particular book or quantity of books from
Academic Book Club.
PLEASE PRINT:
Circle appropriate abbrevlation(s): Dr. Prof.

Rev. Mr. Mrs. Miss Ms
Name...

SPECIAL SEMINAR
FOR STUDENTS SEEKING:
'Financial Assistance*
-CASH BONUS
-GENEROUS IALARY
-EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

* Leadership & Management Experience*
'Career Field Training*
'Community Service*
Our guest speakers will be representatives of the
Connecticut National Guard

Come to the School of Nursing Auditorium on
Wednesday, February 3, 1982 at 7 P.M.
ITS YOUR FUTURE, AND THE NEXT MOVE
IS YOURS!
Call 255-5411, PAUL MARCHELLI
for more details

CONNECTICUT
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
1-800-842-2274
CAREER INFO CENTER
377-8781

Address.

Stratford Office

. P. Code .
. Date ...

SS13358201,1-28

s
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Features
WORKING UP
TO EUROPE

Cardinal Key: It's
Working For Others
by Linda King
"We're the only real serviceoriented club on campus. Our
members have to give something
of themselves, not just receive,"
notes Bryan LeClerc, President of
the Cardinal Key Society.
As part of a network of service
organizations on Jesuit college
campuses throughout the nation,
the Society was formed on the
campus of Fairfield University in
1959. Many people often think of
the club as having to do wjth
Priests and Bishops because of
the name 'Cardinal.' Bryan explains that "Key Society is the
broad name for the nationwide
organization. Fairfield U.'s chapter
is called 'Cardinal' because of our
school colors of red and white.
Boston College, for example, has
the Gold Key Society."
Last spring, the Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity merged
with the CKS. "Alpha Phi Omega
is the largest fraternity in the
world and holds the same basic
goals and ideals as the Cardinal
Key Society. Our joint merger saw
two clubs running on parallel lines
join up together as one strong,
powerful unit."
At the present time the volunteers of CKS are sixty strong, led
by a board of officers: Jeanne
Driscoll as Vice President, Lisa
Mastrangelo as Secretary, Mary
Vincitario as Treasurer and Mary
Yursa serving as Historian. A nonprofit organization, CKS is
pleased to have received appropriations from FUSA this semester

for the first time in the club.
"The purpose of the Cardinal
Key Society as stated in our ByLaws is to function as a service
organization for the Fairfield Community and to foster cooperation,
harmony, and unity among its
members, through volunteer
assistance to that community and
by planning, sponsoring, and conducting all such activities."
Included in the CKS' yearly projects for the betterment of the
Fairfield Community are the Student Directory and Parent's Day.
The renovation of the Japanese
gardens is also a major project of
the CKS. "Right now the gardens
are plagued with vandalism and
disrepair. We want to put them
back into their original condition."
Social consciousness isn't alien
to the Cardinal Key Society either.
A November 7th run-a-thon, sponsored by the CKS, resulted in a
$300 donation to the Cancer
Society.
While it is true that a member of
the CKS doesn't receive much in
the way of material or even social
rewards, there is a "satisfaction in
the-feeling that maybe that $300
will be a critical factor in developing a break-through drug for
Cancer."
A sense of leadership, and a lesson in how to work with people are
also important aspects of the
CKS, ones which are being felt in
the Fairfield community. Bryan
comments that "the spirit of service is definitely growing on
campus."

BUD'S »="

SIDE STEPPING
CENTER COURT
by J. Krusinski
Looking at the bottom line, this
world of ours is divided into two
camps-the spectators and the
spectacle. ,
The laws of nature have dictated
that the spectacle is that which attention of the spectators is focused upon. But the laws of nature
have been known to be the inverse
of the expected in exotic frontiers
such as outer space, the atom, the
microscope slide, and the basketball court.
Yes, it is in the realm of the
basketball court that the spectator
becomes the sDectacle.
Take for" instance the Yale home
crowd when the Stags played
there last week; one would expect
the traditional ivy league spirit of
rah-rah, but this crowd, without

their tailgate picnics displayed
only little creativity and intermittent chants of "You! You! You!
You!"
Well, it took the New Haven performance of A.S.S. to show up the
very inadequacies, but then again
the appearance of a multitude of
red shirts emblazoned with A.S.S.
across the front could be taken as
formidable, and therefore might
have proven to be a deterrent to
those weak in spirit.
What does all this prove?
Nothing really except that there
will always be the active and the
passive, rather than a faceless
mass of hysteria.
(T/7/s was the first and last installment of a series in Studies of
Crowd Behaviorial Inconsistencies Encountered in Sporting
Events.)

Chances are you'd kill to spend
the summer in Europe. But just to
save you from a mandatory jail
sentence for murder, the American-European Student Service is
offering full-time job opportunities
in Europe for any American undergraduate this summer in the country of your choice.
Choose from work in the forests
of Germany, construction in Austria, on farms in Germany, Sweden
and Denmark. Or maybe you'd
prefer work in the hotels in Switzerland or in industry in France and
Germany.
Ail these jobs are available, plus
jobs in Ireland, England, Italy, and
Holland during the upcoming
warm months.
The intention of the program is
"to afford the student an oppor
tunity to get into real living contact with the people and customs
of Europe."
In return for his work, the student will receive room and board,
plus a wage. The working conditions (hours, safety, regulations,
work permits) will be strictly controlled by the labor ministry of the
specific country.
In most cases, the European
employers have requested American students as workers, and
therefore they are mostly concerned with making the work interesting and enjoyableFairfield students interested in
spending the summer of '82 in
Europe are asked to write for further information and application
forms to: American-European Student Service, P.O. Box 70, FL 9493
Mauren, Liechtenstein (Europe).

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CT
• (203) 254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE

COLD CUTS • PARTY PLATTERS • HOT & COLD SANDWICHES • SODA • COFFEE • ITALIAN SPECIALS!

*10% OFF ALL HOT & COLD
SANDWICHES with F.U.I.D.
•OFFER ALSO GOOD FOR 6 FT. PARTY HEROSM
Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-4 Sun.

tyf

SFoirfiete, Igonn. 06430
(2 OS) 254-44G3

*****************^

iquor Barrel
DRINK

FOOD

1434 Post Road

*

"STOREWIDE SALE GOING ON NOW"

S O'BRIENS
CAFE
I
1599 Post Road, Fairfield • (203) 254-0188
*

BEER SALE
Molson
Budweiser
Stegmaier

12oz bottle, case reg. $13.68
12oz bottle, case reg. $11.52
12oz bottle, case reg. $6.76

*

$

10.56
$
8.99
*5.26
$

Yukon Jack 750 ml reg. $9.49 7.49

SPECIALS
Quench Your Thurstttday Jan. 28

*
-

June St. James—Acoustic Guitar
Budweiser Bottles S1.25 All Night

T

Lets Get "FN<e)day Jan. 29

™

A

Extended HappY Hour 3-8 P.M.
FREE Hors D'oeuvres

A
"
ft

Happy Hour Prices All Day until 8 P.M.
FOX Fire 9:30-1:30

Saturday Jan. 30

ft

Molsonday Jan. 31

Molson Bottles S1 All Night

'

Sale on 28th, 29th, 30th

MONDAY ALL ANHEUSER-BUSCH BEERS
Save 15 /o 0FF List Pr ces
ON I Y
°
'

*

Monday Feb. 1

ft

"Buck A Bottle of Bud" All Night

*

Groundhog Day Tuesday Feb. 2

i
*T

All Drinks Two for the Price of One.
Groundhogs Drink FREE if Accompanied by a Human

«^

Remember Whensday Feb. 3

Remember When You could Buy something
*T
With a Dollar? You still Can
Tonight.
ft
Any Drink in the House S1 All Night.
******************
M.

ALL SALES CASH & CARRY ONLY All prices plus tax & deposit

• ••••••• Your Floor Party Headquarters •••••••••

':■&<■■

*
*
*

&P

*
*

*
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Editorials
A FUSA President

)R^EL£CT\oijy

Power Or Packaging
Have promises of cabinet positions
eliminated FUSA primaries?
Before last year's election, FUSA
primaries were a vital, dynamic part of the
process for choosing the FUSA president.
Primaries of 5, 7, and even 8 persons
brought individuals from each corner of the
university out to compete using their own
uniqueness as their platforms.
•
Have we now come to a point when so
few candidates have the initiative to run
that there will never be another primary?
Have we developed an informal three party
system where promises of cabinet positions to other potential candidates create
an election where there is only one real
choice?
Cabinet positions should not be the toys
used to dangle in front of other candidates,
asking possible competitors to withdraw
and support you. Cabinet positions are
realistic positions of power which should
go to the most deserving and best suited individual by application. Opening up all
cabinet positions to a selection process
would give the FUSA president applications
from the best students and the brightest.
Shake the hands of the people who
helped you but do not sell the students
short. The best Vice-President is not always
the person who can give you the best p.r.
during the race, nor the most magnetic vote
getter. The FUSA president needs real student support--not unthinking faction affiliation. The faction affiliation has led to landslide elections and no primaries.
Landslide elections began two years ago
with Andy McGowen's win carrying 69% of
the votes. Mike Bentivegna carried 63% of
the vote last year in the first election in the
last four years (at least) that did not have a
primary. The exception is rapidly becoming
the rule.
i
When Jimmy Connolly was elected FUSA
president three years ago, the number of
votes registered in the primary equaled the
number of votes from last years election!
The interest in the primary was such that
the electoral margin between winner and
looser was only 49 votes in the final election! An election has never again been as
close as this.

The landslide elections carry with them
the assumed credibility of massive student
support. This fallacy is dispelled for two
reasons. The first is that in a two horse race,
unless both the candidates are very powerful, there will be less student concern. We
have already seen this by a marked
decrease in voter turnout during the past
two landslide victories (a 200 vote drop from
the '79 election of Jimmy Connolly to the
election of Andy McGowen).
The second point is that the limited focus
initiated when very few candidates run,
allows special interest groups on campus to
dominate the election results-when we are
supposed to function as a university of individuals. The individual vote has evolved into the power of faction affiliation. Student
government is turning into power politics.
What can really be accomplished by a
FUSA president if he is a processed
package instead of an individual capable of
creating the enthusiasm around himself?
Must not an effective leader hold the power
of the presidency in his own hands if he is
to lead and not be led?
A question of student apathy should be
replaced by a question of the power of the
FUSA president. The student concern is
there if the candidates actually create a
diverse election situation. As Jimmy Connolly noted in the now historic election of
'79, "The 1466 turnout was fantastic, and it
goes to prove that the students of this
university are not as apathetic as people
seem to say."
We must step away from power politics
and into the world of the individual student.
As candidates you must realize that you are
on your own. You can create a position of
powerful leadership if you are willing to
stand by your own ideals eliminating the
debacle of a faction donimated election...or
you can yield to a course which is becoming
all too easy to follow and become a president who must answer to every group that
gave its fair push for you.
By promising yourself out you will never
be able to listen to what you think is best.
By selling yourself-you will have nothing
left to give.

Toward An Educated Electorate
In a democracy, participation is essential.
Without mass involvement in the political
system the average voter suffers. He or she
falls prey to the whims of special interest
groups, moral crusades and the political indulgences of the candidates and officeholders.
In recent years, we have seen various
moVements that seem to indicate increased
participation. These are a fraud. In reality, it
is a small minority that is trying to
manipulate the vote. The ERA, Right-ToLife, Moral Majority, NCPAC, National Rifle
Association, abortion rights groups, and the
Gay Rights Coalition, among others, all
campaign and lobby so extensively that
they have replaced the voter as the voice
the politician hears. As a result, the average
citizen becomes alienated from the political
process.
This trend is especially evident among
younger voters. Not only are 18-25 year olds
staying away from the polls in record
numbers, more are not even registering.
This year in Connecticut we face the
responsibility of electing a U.S. Senator and
a Governor in addition to various local
races. Most states have a Senate seat up for

grabs and many others also have a gubernatorial elections.
In an election year both Democrats and
Republicans traditionally run voter registration drives. In this critical period of our nation's history we call for the College
Republicans and Young Democrats to combine forces to organize student registration
and provide voter educations.
This is an issue that transcends party
politics. We need an electorate that is interested, involved and informed. Our
political parties must provide the leadership. A show of unity by the two major parties here at Fairfield would be a step in the
right direction. It would prove that we, as a
people, are concerned with our long-term
furture and that we do not just live from one
November to another.
As much as the political philosophies of
CR president Greg McAleerand Young Dem
chief executive Rich Marano may differ, this
is one issue on which there can be no
disagreement. There is no escaping the fact
that we all are responsible for the actions of
our democracy. It is time we rededicated
ourselves to becoming an active part of our
government.

Letter Policy
The "Letters to the Editor" policy has been developed by the executive board of THE
MIRROR, which is comprised of Carl S. Gustafson, Editor-in-Chief; Tom Callahan, Senior
Readers Forum Editor and Executive Editor; and Pat Reap, Senior Sports Editor and Executive Editor.
5. Upon submission, letters become
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
Mirror property.
2. Letters must be less than 500 words
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
and typewritten.
letters. Letters must be free of personal
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
Friday evening for publication the
and all libel.
following Thursday.
4. Every letter, in order to insure publica- 7. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall
tion must be signed. With Mirror perappear. The Board's decision is final.
mission, author's name may be
withheld.

The Humanities:

Wounded Not Dead
To The Editor:
At a time wtien the humanities are suffering from lower enrollments and when colleges are lowering their humanistic (or
general educational elective) requirements,
it is refreshing to read a recent report from
the Rockefeller Foundation about the myth
within the academic world that getting into medical school is exhaustingly difficult
and the doors are open only to science majors.
According to the report medical education would benefit from better-informed,
more broadly educated students. Due to
pressures from faculty, counselors, etc.
undergraduates continue to major in
science despite the fact, as the report
shows, the chances of getting into medical
schools are independent of their undergraduate major. The report points out that
all the premedical science. requirements
can be fulfilled in the equivalent of a little
more than one year's course load. The
physician requires extra scientific abilities,
"a different apperceptive and appreciative
apparatus to deal with other more subtle
elements..., one must rely for the requisite
insight and sympathy on a varied and
enlarging cultural experience." In the June
27, 1980 Journal of the American Medical
Association, the results of a study of three
separate medical school classes at the
State University of New York at Buffalo
show that there is no evidence that medical
school performance is adversely affected
by their undergraduate educations. The
authors of the report suggested that "ad-

mission committees, premedical advisors
and students reconsider their attitudes
about the necessity of concentration in the
natural sciences before entering medical
school." Students that are otherwise
qualified for medical school (e.g. good
grades and fulfill the basic requirements)
but with interest and background in the
liberal arts will be at no academic disadvantage during their years in medical schools.
As Dr. Edmund Pellegrino, an M.D. and now
President of Catholic University of America,
stated at the Rockefeller conference, "what
we want to get across to students is that
you can major, in whatever you please, and
so long as you do well, you are likely to get
into medical school."
As a matter of fact, the acceptance rate
for Humanities majors (50.3%) was higher
than that for Natural Sciences (45.7%) and
the Social Sciences (42.8%). The four
highest acceptance rates were by majors in
Biochemistry (59.2%), Music (58.1%),
Philosophy (55.8%) and Economics (53%).
I see no reason to suppose that the same
basic findings are not true for the other professions.
With evidence such as the above should
not Fairfield University return to its former
emphasis on the liberal arts and hence go
seeking students whose interests and
abilities are in the Humanities.
This report from "The Rockefeller
Foundation", submitted by
Dr. Joseph G. Grassi,
Chairman of the Philosophy Department
at Fairfield University.
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Reader's Forum
F.U.S.A. CAMPAIGN '82
Three candidates have entered the race
for the position of '$2- '83 FUSA president.
In a recent interview, Jim Keenan, Beth
Kramer, and Sean McAuliffe responded to a
number of questions regarding their experience, student activities, future plans for
FUSA, and student/faculty involvement. The
contenders also discussed the various elements of their platforms.

JIM KEENAN
Jim Keenan, a junior psychology major, has been Vice President and
Treasurer of the La Crosse team,
employed by the Athletic department,
worked on The Mirror and SEC, coordinated fund raisers for Reader's
Digest, employed by Peppermill
restaurant for two years, and employed
by the Rec Center during his freshman
and sophomore years. He has also
been a coach for various teams in
Westport.
Keenan feels he will have a good rapport with administrators such as

Keenan stated that "usually they
(cabinets) tend to be cliques, my
cabinet is universal." Members of his
cabinet will reflect outgoing, creative,
and responsible personalities.
Keenan outlined these major points
of his platform:
development of an Academic Chair
man, cabinet position, to serve on a
committee with representatives from '
the academic schools to aid faculty
administrators in developing academic policy and to better student/faculty evaluations.
Coordinator of Fund Raisers, cabinet
position, to organize scholarship program and fund raising events
Creative Programmer, cabinet position, to schedule events i.e. lectures,
Parent's Day, career spectrum, and
cultural events
Publicity Director, cabinet position,
to issue press releases of club and
FUSA events and to have general
knowledge of all FUSA business
Legislature will work directly with
new cabinet positions
revitalize WVOF with new programming in prder to make it a more important part of campus life

BETH KRAMER

Father Kelley, George Diffley, Director
of Development, and Dean Schimpf,
Vice President of Student Services,
since he has known them for many
years. Even though he has been directly involved in FUSA, Keenan feels an
"outsider's viewpoint" will allow him to
deal with the problems in a more objective manner.
As future president, Keenan and his
staff hope to work in an atmosphere of
cooperation and efficiency. He feels
Bentivegna's close involvement with
all aspects of FUSA "took away from
some beneficial effects. I want to
coach the team, it's my cabinet's job to
put the ball in the hoop."
Keenan has devised a plan to reorganize the FUSA committees. Some of
these changes include an Academic
Chairman to work with student/teacher
evaluations, Publicity Director, and intends to abolish the positions of Attorney General and daytime programming which will be included under
a new position of Creative Programming.
A new activity proposed by Keenan
is a scholarship program which will use
the proceeds from special events to aid
some students to pay for tuition. He
would like to see members of The Mirror and WVOF directly involved in
FUSA business.
Keenan sees the major issues
among students to be the shuttle bus,
cutbacks in financial aid, and student
knowledge of course curriculum. He refrained from commenting further on
the shuttle since an administrative
decision has not been rendered.
Greater student input to organize
SEC functions was cited by Keenan as
a way to encourage campus wide participation to insure successful events.
He wants the "students to feel it's their
function" rather than an SEC or FUSA
event.
Although Keenan stated he won't be
sure of where to allocate the possible
increased activity fee, until he reviews
the FUSA budget, but he does plan to
use funds for SEC, student/teacher
evaluations, and WVOF to improve
these areas.
In reference to cabinet choices,

Beth Kramer, a junior politics major
is presently Co-director of Student Activities, a cabinet position within
FUSA. She served on legislature freshman and sophomore years, social
chairman of '81 Orientation Committee, and is also a member of the politics club and Irish Society. She has
worked with previous FUSA administrations.
Kramer feels that her many activities
and positions demanded involvement

FUSA to establish a working relationship. Commuters' participation in campus activities is another area she
would like to develop so that they do
not feel like isolated members of the
university community.
Among the major issues cited by
Kramer, the shuttle was at the head of
the list. She felt the administration
acted unfairly when it "took away the
shuttle without informing the
students." She also mentioned that the
B.Y.O.B. decision stating that students
can bring their own liquor to a dance
could be repealed any time and that
she would work to keep the program
alive. The registration process for
classes is another she hopes to improve;
Concerning SEC, Kramer commented that off-campus publicity
would help to draw more people. Some
of the possible budget increase will be
directed to obtaining big name bands
which will allow for more successful
events.
Kramer would like to encourage
greater student/faculty participation by
making students aware of the Academic Council, which they are allowed to
participate in.
Since she has been working in
FUSA, Kramer knows the type of people needed for the cabinet.positions.
She would choose people that she has
worked with in the past, which have
shown their dependability. Kramer is
looking for an experienced Attorney
General that can work with Dean
Krellsd, Dean of Students. Also the
Treasurer's job will require an accounting background and knowledge of
budgeting funds.
Kramer highlighted these major
points of her platform:
proposal to Academic Deans restricting teachers from scheduling tests a
week before exams
improving teacher evalutions
committee with Dorm Council
members and FUSA representatives
so they can work together
utilizing the new advertising policy to
gain greater participation of oncampus entertainment
enlarge Stag-her Inn
supports the shuttle
additional committees within the
FUSA cabinet to encourage greater
student involvement

SEAN McAULIFFE
with many administrators such as
Dean Schimpf, and George Diffley.
Because of her previous dealings with
FUSA, Kramer stated she "knows what
you go through. I don't have to learn the
ropes."
As president, Kramer would respect
the decisions of her appointees allowing them to make their own plans regarding their committees' work.
In order to elicit more student
involvement, Kramer plans to form
committees of approximately twenty
people under each cabinet director and
assistant. These groups will allow for
greater input into the decision making
process while increasing FUSA's manpower.
Kramer also hopes to better special
events and student/teacher evaluations
by allocating some of the possible
$28,000 budget increase to these
areas. As part of new activities, she is
advocating an enlargement of the Stagher Inn to accommodate an increase of
on-campus residents. She will also attempt to encourage students to work
for SOF INC. by providing a monetary
incentive. Kramer would like to join
Dorm Council with the Legislature and

Sean McAuliffe, a junior economics
major, has been an assistant and
-member of the stage crew for SEC

tramural sports program. He was also
chosen by Lisa LaGuardia, Assistant
Director of University Activities, to
represent FUSA at a four day convention on New Entertainment and Campus Center Activities.
Sean has had a strong working
relationship with Stan Kapinos, Stag-

INTERVIEWS
COMPILED BY
RICH SWIETEK AND
LAUREN PEN NISI
her Inn manager, James Fitzpatrick,
Campus Center Director, and Lisa
LaGuardia. He stated "I think I have the
capability to do the job from my involvement with SEC and Campus Center activities." McAuliffe has also had
contact with Father Kelley through
legislature.
McAuliffe feels that the FUSA president should have a direct relationship
with FUSA committees, but each director will be able to make their own decisions. When asked about a reorganization of these committees, he stated
that he would rather see "fewer people
doing more things." As an example,
McAuliffe cited Arts and Lectures as a
committee which can be run with one
director rather than two.
In the future, he hopes to add more
speakers for Arts and Lectures that
have student interest. Within SEC, he
plans to institute more polls to gain
student opinion for entertainment. He
also discussed sharing concert costs
with neighboring colleges. McAuliffe
also stated that a better publicity campaign for Oakroom events and concerts
will help to draw more people.
McAuliffe feels the major issue on
campus is the shuttle bus. He supports
reinstituting the shuttle for next year
even if there is a nominal charge for it.
With a possible increase of $28,000
for the FUSA budget, McAuliffe would
appropriate funds to SEC in order to
draw better bands, cultural and social
trips to neighboring cities. He also
feels more money should be allocated
to schedule better speakers.
In. choosing his future cabinet,
McAuliffe will be looking for responsible and creative students who will be
representative of the student body, and
unafraid to express their own ideas.
McAuliffe outlined various points of
his platform, although he did not
disclose all of his ideas during the interview. He also added that these ideas
have been investigated and are feasible.
development of a workshop for
resume writing and mock interviews
supports the shuttle
closer student/advisor interaction beyond freshman year to aid the student in course selection
formation of commuter lunch plan
Friday happy hour on Oakroom patio
or in the Oakroom during late spring
and early fall
raise keg limit at Oakroom events
extend Oakroom events until 2:00
a.m.

directors George Hesse and Tim Burke,
a representative of legislature during
his freshman and sophomore years,
social chairman of the '81 Orientation
Committee. Some of his other activities include being a rugby team member, participating in the economics
club, Knights of Columbus, and in-

extend Stag-her Inn hours until 2:00
a.m. on weekends
add another reading day
follow up on development of the
Stag-her Inn into two levels, which is
contingent on completion of Bellarmine construction
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Classified

THE MIRROR

THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR'WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A $3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
NUTMEG FOLKDANCERS International folk dancing taught by Karl
Finger. All levels. Newcomers
welcome. Partners not needed.
Cranbury School, Knowalot Lane,
Norwalk. 7:45 to 11 P.M. Admission. $3; Students and elders
$2.50. Refreshments. Information:
227-2702 or 322-2819.
STEREO FOR SALE - Technics 55
Watt Receiver $295. Phillips Turntable and cartridge $185. Infinity
Speakers @ $145. Sharp cassette
deck $295. Records @ 3.75. Hardly
used, excellent condition - Prices
firm. Buy the whole system, get a
good deal. For more details call
Elena @ 1-966-1454.

PAYROLL CLERK NEEDED for
deli. Soph. Acct. Major. Flex Hrs.
Payroll needs to be done by Weds.
Card #345.
PUBLISHING FIRM in Westport
needs second or third yr. Acct. or
Bus. Adm. Major, congenial office.
Approx 30 hr. wk. - flex. $4.50
-$5.00 hr. Card #344.
LAW CLERK and Title Searcher. 20
hrs. a wk. flex.-Salary negotiablecar needed. Card #343.

r

TYPIST to type mailing list. 2 or 3
day job beginning in early Feb. Approx. 5 hrs. a day - Hrs flex. Card
#342.
BABYSITTER needed for 14 month
old Feb. 25 - Mar. 8th. Live in and
fix meals. Need car. Grandparents
in residence but no care needed.
After Mar. 8th would like sitter On
somewhat of a regular basis. Card
#341.
TELEPHONE SOLICITOR - must
be articulate and personable. Hrs.
3-7 P.M. Flex. Westport, CT. - $4.00
hr. Card #340.
PART-TIME CLERK TYPIST (19
hrs. wk.) $4.86 hr. Aptitude with
figures desirable. Card #339.
MUSICAL DIRECTOR needed as
soon as possible. Rehearsals
Tues. thru Thurs. 2:30 P.M. - 4:00
P.M. Play runs Mar.^11 thru 13.
Work with faculty - some pay. Card
#338.
ROOM AND BOARD available for
Mothers Helper in exchange for
childcare (9 & 12 yr. old boys) and
a few chores. Must like dogs. Drive
car. Separate entrance. In addition
to room and board - small salary.
Approx. $50 wk. Card #337.

AL'S PLACE
(corner Mill Plain Rd. & Post Rd.)
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^ *NEW MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL* ^
25$ Draft 9-12 A.M.

SPONSORS t

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
$0
*#

for 15 words
or less

%%
1

each additional
10 words.

FILING, possible light typing for
sales office. Afternoons. Hrs.
Flex. $4 hr. Card #336.
STAY AT HOUSE, make light
meals for 13 yr. old. $20. day plus
room and food. Mar. 6 thru 11 and
April 2 thru 7. Card #335.

"MEET THE
CANDI PATES*
Url tilt

TELEHPONE INTERVIEWING.
Hrs. flex. Card #333.
PRIVATE room and bath, private
entrance in exchange for services
- paintipg, wall-papering, small
repair work, etc. Card #332.
2 PART-TIME to wait on customers, make lunch, do dishes,
make sandwiches, etc in small
bakery. $4.00 hr. Hrs. Flex. Card
#330.
ACCOUNTING MAJOR, JR. standing to work 15 hrs. wkly. $4-5 hr.
negotiable. Card #329.
TEMPORARY JOB AVAILABLE ■
IMMED. need for someone to help
with a family moving from Europe.
There is a moving co. but indiv.
will help guide movers. Anywhere
from 1 wk. to 1 mo. Hrs. Flex. Card.
#326.

JUNK CARS
WANTED
1 Hour Pickup Service

334-0130

We also buy running cars

FEB.

I* \Ui

7:00 - *:SO

broadcasted or\WVoP 38.5 FM
WOULD $10 A WEEK
GET YOU OUT OF BED
AT 8:00 EVERY
THURSDAY MORNING?
The job of MIRROR Circulation Manager
is yours if you are an ambitious car driving
student who likes to rise early.
Interested? Contact Carl Gustafson-Box 880
or Steve Lenihan Box 1953

iooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

SUNDAY NIGHT
10-12 A.M.
All Drinks Reduced

TONIGHT'S MOVIE
"Magic"
250 Drafts 9-12 A.M.

$

™14th ANNIVERSARY COUPON-

-|400

PARK LANE
OPTICIANS

GOOD TOWARD
PURCHASE OF A
COMPLETE

PAIR OF EYE
GLASSES ONLY

Offer Ends March 31,
1982. No Other
Discounts Apply.

! ONLY ONE COUPON
PER PURCHASE
ALLOWABLE

14°°.

14th ANNIVERSARY COUPON ---—J

PARK LANE
opticians
See things our way
Take advantage of our:
Two year lens
breakage guarantee*
Two year half price frame
replacement policy*
We care both before and after
the sale. That's why, when
necessary, we adjust and
repair frames at no charge.
But there's more.
A 15% SENIOR
CITIZENS DISCOUNT*
20% OFF on a second pair,
same RX purchase within 60
days.
As professional Guild opticians we carefully custom fit
eyewear sold from our 1,000
frames on display.

You might think that a first
quality product with all this
aftercare is expensive, but
that's not so. Our prices are
very reasonable.
See things our way.

Park Lane
Opticians
1430 Post Road
Downtown Fairfield
259-2268

•full details In our brochure.
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Arts & Entertainment
Imagination Turn-On
by Kathleen E. O'Gorman
Creativity is the power to see
that which is already there in new
and different ways. It is an energy
that spurs from the imagination
whether it be used to achieve recognition, perfection, or better
technology.
This concept is the focus of a
new seventeen part television
series, Creativity with Bill Movers.
Commencing January 8th, each
week it profiles a facet of the
population that puts their creative
energies to use. For example, on

"once we turn off
our judgement and
turn on our imagination, we too can
join the creative
forces."

tomato which may transform agriculture, producer Norman Lear
who broke the mold of prime-time
comedy, New York's High School
of the Performing Arts (of Fame
fame), and many other diverse
topics.
The series is funded by a grant
from Chevron, and produced by
The Corporation for Entertainment
and Learning in association with
WNET/THIRTEEN, New York. Its
ultimate purpose is to present
men and women involved in the
creative process, to encourage
fresh thinking, a more willing
acceptance of originality, and an
appreciation of each individual's
capacity for seeing things anew.
Creativity with Bill Moyers does
not set out to answer the difficult
question, "What is creativity?",
but rather illuminates those involved in it, by capturing it in
motion rather than in theory.

paoaiBBiaainaiBnioniBniBaiBaiBainninaianincinnirjnninanapaiPBiagini

Express to Grand Central

February 12 - "That's No Tomato"
February 19 - "Pinchas Zukerman and the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra"
March 5 - "Painter/Sculptor/
Welder, Gerald Scheck"
March 26 - "John Huston" (film
director)
April 2 - "Garbage —Another
Way of Seeing"
April 9 & 16 - "The World of Norman Lear"
April 23 - "National Center for
Atmospheric Research"
April 30 - "Out Art"
May 7 - "The Photographer's
Eye (Emmet Gowin and -Garry
Winogrand)"
May 14 - "Women and Creativity"
May 21 - "The Young at Art
(High School of Performing Arts)"
(full hour).

Rattle, rattle
Silver tube shakes my brain.
Suburbs flash by dirty windows
watched by lonely travelers.
Rocking ceases, confusion commences,
I step into the crowd.
^
Old void rumbles with commuter footsteps.
42nd Street greets me like an obstacle course.
Faces are different,
expressions are the samecold
vacant .
lost
pitiful
A,city
crowded elbow to elbow
not knowing who they're
passing
touching
,
brushing
bumping . . .
Rattle, ramble
The city rocks my brain.
Kathleen E. O'Gorman
oHaBBPBiBBinflignmmBBPHBBpgBBKfliBaBBiBBiflBnppniBnPOPOPO

Creativity abounds within us all;
and once we turn off our judgment
and turn on our imagination, we
too can join the creative forces.

January 29th, Bill Movers will
speak with inventors who have
experienced flashes of inspiration
leading to worthwhile inventions.
The half-hour program, airing on
the Public Broadcasting Service
(Channels 13 and 49 here) every
Friday, will run through May 21st
(please check local listings). Besides inventors, Bill Moyers will
explore different ways to grow a

The following is the program
schedule for Creativity with Bill
Moyers:
January 29 - "The Inventors"
February 5 - "Fred Smith —
Corporate Creativity (The Story of
Federal Express)"
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THERE GOES RUMBLING A TRAIN
WHILST I (
WHO NEVER HAD
A PLAN)
LIE(
HERE)
IN SHADED NOT-YET MORNING,
AND WONDER
WHETHER
GREY-SUITED, SMOKE-FILLED COMPARTMENTS,
FITTING PRE-DEATH BOXES
PREPARE.
John Nimock
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THE NAUTILUS
CAFE

* SPECIALS*

25c Drafts
MONDAY
All Vodka Drinks
TUESDAY
99'
WEDNESDAY
NIGHTS
8 11PM

[photo by Daniel J. Flaherty]

Arts And Entertainment Calendar
Of Events Through February
Art
Whitney Museum of American Art,
Madison Avenue at 75th Street,
New York (212) 570-3633. "Robert
Smithson: Sculpture" February 19
thru April 18.
Museum of Art, Science, and Industry, 4450 Park Avenue, Bridgeport 372-3521. "Three ArtistsThree Media" opens February 3.
Center for Financial Studies Art
Exhibit "Yoruba Art from West
Africa" January 31 thru February 26.

Music
Music Series at St. Paul's Episcopal Church, 661 Old Post Road,
Fairfield 259-3013. "Chamber
Orchestra Concert" January 31.
Evenings of Music Series, Campus
Center Oak Room. "New World
Quartet" February 5.

Any Crazy, Kinky or Zany Ideas for
a Theme Night
Come Down and Talk to Barney
Lunches 11:30-2:00
Dinners 5:30-8:00
Monday—Friday

~~&.

4 Reef Road, Fairfield

Theatre
Westport Community Theatre,
Town Hall, Myrtle Avenue,
Westport 226-1983. "Oh What A
Lovely War" January 28 thru 31.
Long Wharf Theatre, 222 Sargent
Drive, New Haven. "The Workroom" thru February 21; "Lakeboat" February 2 thru March 14;
"Waiting In The Wings" February
25 thru April 4.

SUPER SPECIALS!
Come see, Gome SAVE

Corner

THURSDAY NIGHT
25=Drafts
2 Drinks for the Price of 1
from 8-11 PM!!
FRIDAY
HAPPY HOUR 3-8
c
25 Drafts
99*All Drinks

New Haven Symphony Orchestra,
Woolsey Hall, New Haven
776-1444. "The Brandenburg Ensemble with. Alexander Schneider
and Frederica Von Stade" January
29.
Center for Financial Studies. "Gilbert and Sullivan Trio" February
24.
„

wines & liquors
■ V'":'V:j fc

Call Chris

, vV">

740 Fairfield Beach Rd.,Fairfield, CT
Across from Nautilus

Follow the feet to Ann Depp's specials:
For Space to
Ft.Lauderdale over Spring Break

Poetry/Lecture
Connecticut Student Poets, Faculty Dining Room. February 16.
"Marketing and Advertising for
Fine Art" lecture by Jane Fox,
Assistant Vice President of Sotheby's Parke Bernet Inc. C-18, February 11.

MIR0 FARMS

Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike
, Fairfield
FIGHT INFLATION AT
FAIRFIELD TRADING POST

• 15% OFF *
ALL FLANNEL &
WOOL SHIRTS 11
WINTER JACKETS
AND VESTS 11

Call immediately for more details

Ann Depp Travel
Fairfield, CT

Fairfield University Playhouse.
255-5411 ext. 2204. "The Diviners"
February 22 thru 27.

• 20% OFF *

Space to Acapulco

48 Reef Road

Downtown Cabaret Theatre, 263
Golden Hill Street, Bridgeport
576-1636. "Stompin"' thru February 27. Yale Repertory Theatre,
222 York Street, New Haven
436-1600. "Winterfest M"—four
new American plays thru February
27.

PWOK SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED

1580 POST RD., FAIRFIELD
255-2846

259-3498
EXIT Jl CT. TFKE. FBOAY WGHT T1H
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Hurt-less Stags Pained
By Yale 71-62
by Patrick Reap
They literally couldn't miss.
Thirty-one straight times Friday
night Yale University basketball
players dropped in free throws,
making 37 of 40 from the line on
the night. The Bulldogs' marksmanship, coupled with a sloppy
Fairfield defense and virtually no
offense from the Stag guards resulted in a 71-62 Yale victory. The
7-9 Stags faced powerful M.A.C.
rival lona last night, and battle
league for Manhattan Saturday
night here.
Fairfield went into Friday's contest without talented point guard
Bobby Hurt, who was declared
academically ineligible the day
before by Athletic Director C.
Donald Cook.
While not admitting he would
completely abandon the Stag running game, Coach Terry O'Connor
conceded he would have to adopt
a "wait and see" attitude to see
how the team responed with
senior Rich D'Antonio at the point
instead of Hurt.
"Obviously it hurts anytime you
lose a starter. The whole team's
gonna be a little slower. I don't
think it (running game) will be as
effective, O'Connor predicted.
Yale threatened to make it a
runaway early, racing to an 11-2
lead, and building it to 23-13 ten
minutes into the game. The outside shooting of guard Bart
Williams and 6-4 Steve Lepndis
paced the Elis.
The Stags finally managed to
play some defense without fouling, and center Pete DeBisschop
and forward Rich Wejnert collected ten points, tying the game
at halftime at 27.
Hank Foster kept the Stags
even with Yale for the first ten
minutes of the second half, with
the score again knotted at 43, but
then the roof fell in.
Steve Leondis hit Yale's last
field goal with just under eight

minutes left, and Yale built a 57-48
margin, with three and a half remaining, on the strength of their
free throw. The Stag offense
seemed helpless at times.
"We made an awful lot of silly
mistakes," said O'Connor. "We
were turning the ball over and
forcing it inside."
The Stags pulled within three
twice in the final three minutes,
but Yale, whose 31-straight free
throw streak was broken by a
Chris Kelly miss with :55 remaining, would let them get no closer.
Final stats which jumped off the
page are the following:
1. GUARDS: The loss of Bobby
Hurt was quickly evident. The
Stags tandem of Kenny Daniels
and D'Antonio were outscored by
the Yale guards Bart Williams and
Jim Petela 27-6. Even more
disturbing is Daniels shooting (2-7
from the floor) and D'Antonio's
lack of offense (29 minutes.. .no
points).
2. YALE'S FREE THROW
SHOOTING: 37 of 40 from the line
(92.5%), with the aforementioned
31 straight. Sharpshooters Petela
and center Tim Daaleman were
perfect on their 23 from the line.
3. STAG FOUL TROUBLE:
Although forward Hank Foster
stayed out of trouble for a nice
change, Pete' DeBisschop, Rich
Wejnert and Jerry Johnson all
fouled out. The Stags were crippled by a combination of questionable official's calls, and sloppy
defensive fouls.
Thus as the Stags prepare for
the bulk of their M.A.C. schedule
the loss of Bobby Hurt seems to
have further aggravated the
challenging situation. As Terry
O'Connor said after the disappointing loss, "We lost our real
catalyst offensively and defensively. That hurts us. It gets tougher. It

never gets easier."
STAG NOTES — Assistant
coach Ed Janka missed the Yale
game for recruiting trip in
Washington. Janka was keeping
close watch on 6-7 forward Tony
Wells (Good Counsel H.S.,
Wheaton, Maryland) Wells, a
straight-A student being recruited
by a slew of Eastern schools told
the MIRROR, he had not made a
decision yet.. ."I like to concentrate on the season first." Wells,
who visited Fairfield, UConn, and
the Naval Academy for his three
official NCAA recruiting visits, added, "I'd like to go to a school like
Fairfield. I liked the people I met
there."
Pete DeBisschop has been
deadly from the floor in the first
two M.A.C. league games, dropping 15 of 18 for 83%.
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Stags Split Six
Over Break
by Patrick Reap
Before this week's split with
Army and Yale most Stag fans'
memories date back to the heart-

Lady Stags Down Yale 70-64
by Chris Byrd
After jumping out to a 6-1 start,
Coach Diane Nolan's Lady Stags
took to the road for the first two
weeks of January and fell upon
hard times. They dropped 4 of
their next five games. Nolan's
quintet bounced back, however.
They took two contests at home in
the Fairfield gym, that has been
recently re-named Alumni Hall.
Wednesday, a 70-64 win over Yale
in New Haven upped thier record
to 10-5.
Three days after Christmas, the
Lady Stags travelled to LaSalle to
compete in their eight team
tournament. In the opening round
of the tournament, that featured
some of the best teams in the
country, the Lady Stags drew local
favorite St. Joseph's.
At the half, Fairfield found
themselves trailing 49-40. Getting
strong inside play from freshmen
center Katrina Fields, Carolyn
Hodges and Teale Stevens, the
Lady Stags rallied to win 76-73.
Fields paced Nolan's five with 16
points while Hodges added 12 and
Stevens tossed in 11.
After the win over St. Joseph's
which Nolan considered an upset,
the Lady Stags, faced a tough,
talented Penn State squad. Fairfield kept close to the Nitany
Lions for most of the game. At the
half, they trailed 36-30.
Five points separated the two
teams for the most of the second
half until about three minutes left
in contest when Penn State pulled
away from the Lady Stags to win
80-59. According to Nolan, Fairfield "just ran out of steam."
The next day, in a contest for
fifth place, Nolan's quintet faced
the Pitt. Panthers. It was a tight
contest all the way. At the half, the
Lady Stags trailed 36-33.

The game was decided in the
last 30 seconds as the Lady Panthers edged away from Fairfield to
win 66-62.
Again, Fields and Hodges
turned in outstanding efforts for
Nolan's five. Hodges led Fairfield
scorers with 19 and Fields added
18. Fields' play earned her a spot
on the all-Tournament team.
A few days into the new year,
the Lady Stags suffered a tough
loss to Army 67-57 in their first
M.A.C. contest. The Lady Stags
stayed close to the host school
trailing by only two at the half
35-33.
But the Lady Knights pulled
away from a sluggish Fairfield
squad to win by 10. The loss was a
disappointing one according to
Nolan. She explained, "Army is a
difficult place to play but it was
not one'of our better games and it
was our first M.A.C. loss, which
does hurt us."
The next loss, which dropped
Fairfield's record to 7-5 came at
the hands of Marist 75-70. It was
more disappointing for the Lady
Stags than the Army defeat. Last
year, Nolan's squad defeated
Marist soundly at home, 68-44.
This year, away, was a different
story as the Red Foxes won by 5.
Nolan commented on the loss,
"We didn't execute the fundamentals and didn't play well. They have
a change of personnel, some new
kids and we were playing away,
but basically, we didn't play well."
The road had taken its toll on
the Lady Stags, and had begun to
affect their play. Nolan commented, "Those two losses (Army
and Marist) -shook us up. We
hadn't had a home game and being on the road was starting to get
to the kids and our younger kids
weren't used to the longevity of

Don't look for this face any more this season. Pictured here in action
against Army, Stag guard Bobby Hurt was declared ineligible this week.
[Kevin Kumke Photo]

the season."
Finally, after playing their first 12
games on the road, Fairfield came
home and returned to their winning ways. Last Saturday, Nolan's
five ran away from a visiting
Molloy squad 86-52. Fields again
paced the Lady Stags with 17
points Nolan commented on the
win, "We maintained a good tempo and didn't fall to their level."
The following night, Nolan's five
registered a big win downing a
Hofstra team that is looking for its
fourth 20 win season in a row,
77-62. It was only Hofstra's third
loss of the season.
Wednesday, the Lady Stags
downed Yale 70-64 as Hodges
scored 21.
Few expected the Lady Stags to
be 10-5 at this juncture of the
season, their first jn Division 1
competition. Nolan stated, "We
hoped to be competitive, but we
had to be realistic. We have
worked hard for our success." She
continued, "We have _15 players,
who can play at this level. They go
head to head in practice, which
makes us very competitive."
Still, greater challenges lie
ahead for the Lady Stags. They
wijl face the remainder of their
M.A.C. foes in the coming weeks.
A key factor in those games will
be the play of Fields. To date,
Fields had been a dominant force
offensively and defensively in the
middle for the Lady Stags. She is
the dominating center, that the
Lady Stags haven't had in recent
years. She leads the team in scoring and rebounding with 14.9
points and 10.9 rebounds. Nolan
talked about the Fields' difference, "Our perimeter players
are more confident in their
shooting and rebounding and we
can put pressure on the outside."

breaking 79-73 double-overtime
loss to Boston College December
19th. (That game, by the way,
showcased 6-3 senior Kenny
Daniels at his defensive best.
Daniels held Ail-American
honorable mention guard John
Bagley to no points during the
40-minute regulation, and yielding
only six during both overtimes).
However, the Stags did split six
games over the break, winning
their own Banker's Classic in Early
January, and downing Holy Cross
74-67 in Worcester, Mass. The
Stags, however, were also easily
handled by Canisius, edged in
overtime by Princeton, and lost
their first M.A.C. game to St.
Peters^ 78-63.
Here's a quick recap of the sixgame split:
CANSIUS 95 FFLD. 81 (Dec. 30)
. Coming off a strong performance eleven days before against
B.C., the Stags were flat, and were
rarely in the game. Despite 21
points by Rich Wejnert, four
starters fouled out, as over 70
goals were whistled.
PRINCETON 50 FFLD. 49(Jan. 5)
The Stags extened their losing
streak to six games with a tough
overtime loss to the defending Ivy
League champs at Princeton.
Hank Foster had 19 points, and
Pete DeBisschop pulled eight
caroms.
O'Connor stated, "We played
well. . .we had a chance to win it.
Pete DeBisschop had a layup at
the end of regulation. He was
fouled but they didn't call it."
Mike Aldridge and Rich Wejnert
also missed shots which could
have snapped the Stag losing
streak.
FFLD. 75 LOYOLA 70 (Jan. 8)
Pete DiBisschop stole the show
with 23 points and 13 rebounds, as
the Stags advance to the final of
the Banker's Classic.
Asked about DeBisschop's play,
O'Connor responded, "That really

helped. Pete's really started playing since .then."
FFLD. 67 LEHIGH 66 (Jan. 9)
For the fourth time in six years
the host Stags won the Bankers
Classic (formerly The Boy's Club
Classic). Rich Wejnert scored 19
while Hank Foster snared eight
bounds.
However, again it was the play
of DeBisschop (14 points, eight rebounds) which paved the way for
the win. For his two nights of work
DeBisschop grabbed the tourney
MVP award, and the MAC. Player
of the Week.
FFLD. 74 Holy Cross 67 (Jan. 14)
It was DeBisschop's understudy, freshman center Craig
Golden, who led the way to the
Stag's second-biggest win of the
year (The overtime victory over
Virginia Commonwealth remains
most impressive).
Guard Kenny Daniels led all
scorers with 20 points, while
DeBisschop continued to impress
many with 13 rebounds.
However, down the stretch
Golden added six points, hitting
on eleven of twelve from the line
for 13 points.
Commenting on the 6-9 Golden,
who attended Worcester Academy, not far from the Holy Cross
campus, O'Connor added, "Up
there, back home, he played very,
very well. Without him, we
wouldn't have won."
ST. PETER'S 78 FFLD. 63 (Jan.
16)
The Stags first Metro Atlantic
Conference game ever was unimpressive, as the Peacocks pulled
away from the Stags in the second
half last Saturday.
"It hurts us for sure," said
O'Connor. You want to win the
first M.A.C. game, especially coming off the Holy Cross win."
Thus, the six games over the
break exhibited frustrating inconsistency coupled with the potential for impressive victories.

